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reviewed by paul horwitz* p hilip hamburger’s law and judicial duty is an incredible book. of the books i have
reviewed in these pages in the last two years, it is simply the richest and best of the lot. judicial review and
judicial duty: the original understanding - judicial review and judicial duty: the original understanding law
and judicial duty. by philip hamburger.] harvard university press, 2008. pp. xviii + 658. $49.95. nelson lund2
what we call "judicial review·· was not established in marbury v. madison, or by american courts. it had existed
in english and then american law for centuries, not as ... a tale of two paradigms: judicial review and
judicial duty - 2010] two paradigms: judicial review and judicial duty1163 profound authority of an ordinary
exercise of judicial office. at the same time, judges have no power beyond their duty, and they there-fore have
to make constitutional decisions in the same way as their other decisions, merely in accord with the law of the
land.2 law and judicial duty (review) - project muse - in law and judicial duty, however, hamburger
argues that the focus on judicial review as a “power” held by judges is theoretically and historically misleading,
since the practice is properly understood as only a small part of what really matters: the “duty” of the judge,
as a function of his offi ce, to declare government actions rae hamburger natural law 92910 webwlumbia - the natural law influences on the first generation of american constitutional law: reflections on
philip hamburger’s law and judicial duty by richard a. epstein* in his magisterial book, law and judicial duty,1
philip hamburger presents us with a picture of law, which portrays historically how wise and circumspect
judges lerner lund nov 30 judicial celebrity draft - philip hamburger’s law and judicial duty, to which a
panel of this symposium is devoted, argues that the traditional ideal of judging was well established for
hundreds of years among very sophisticated common law judges, who were fully aware of the inherent
ambiguity of 1 the federalist society online debate series, july 19, 2009, the conflicted assumptions of
modern constitutional law - the conflicted assumptions of modern constitutional law ... philip hamburger's
law and judicial dutyi is, i think, a clear example of such an exceptionally rare work. it is a signal contribution
to the literature ... law and judicial duty is a book so rich in detail as to defy adequate summary. we theories
of judicial review - princeton - john harrison, “the constitutional origins and implications of judicial review,”
virginia law review 84 (1998): 333 dean alfange, jr., “marbury v. madison & original understandings of judicial
review,” the supreme court review, 1993 philip hamburger, law and judicial duty james a. o’fallon, “marbury,”
stanford law review 44 (1992 ... the corporate origins of judicial review - yale law journal - the
corporate origins of judicial review 505 or laws of the united states.”4 before judicial review had a name, the
practice was understood in terms of review under a repugnancy standard.5 explanations of the origins of
judicial review have not paid much attention to the word or to the idea of repugnancy.6 in fundamental law
accounts, in the supreme court of the united states - ty’s interpretation of the law. this requirement represents an abdication of the judicial duty of independent judgment, and it ensconces a systemic bias in the
courts in favor of agency litigants. this case presents an oppor-tunity for the court not only to overturn the
doctrine of “auer deference,” but also to recognize the constitution- book review: philip hamburger, is
administrative law unlawful? - third, administrative law improperly consolidates executive, legislative, and
judicial power in executive agencies. hamburger believes that administrative law embodies precisely the evils
that the constitution sought to prevent, and therefore must be unraveled. administrative law’s defenders
would rejoin that congress has delegated sub- the president’s duty to defend statutes - philip
hamburger’s law and judicial duty is the most recent—and most thorough—study of the subject.16 hamburger
reviewed evidence from the common law, colonial and state practices, and ratification de-bates. according to
hamburger, “[t]he evidence reveals the importance of the common law ideals of law and judicial duty. it shows
that these n he supreme court of the united states - he supreme court of the united states _____ b
ipartisan l egal a dvisory g roup of the u nited s tates h ... p. hamburger, law and judicial duty, h arv. u ...
pursuance of this court’s judicial opinions — is “the supreme law of the land.” indeed, in establishing the ...
the george washington law review - gwlr - law and judicial duty the historical ordinariness of judicial
review 1123 expounding the law 1129 the lost origins of american judicial review 1145 a tale of two
paradigms: 1162 judicial review and duty the will of the people the dialogic theory of judicial review: 1178 a
new ... philip hamburger jenna bednar william e. forbath richard primus th e law market by erin a. o’hara &
larry e. ribstein f - sight of the “ideals of law and judicial duty,” that “american judges have acquired a taste
for power above the law.” hamburger is clear that yesterday’s judges were not always paragons of judicial
duty, and that the sticking power of their oaths can be appreciated only after viewing their work in a longer
historical time frame.
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